About us
Williams Woodward is an independent consultancy
with a proven track record in managing finance and
ERP projects. We provide project management,
training, technical and business consulting services
across a number of market sectors.

www.williamswoodward.co.uk

We are an accredited and preferred implementation
partner of Unit4, implementing Unit4 Business
World (U4BW), formerly known as Agresso, and an
accredited re-seller and implementation partner of
Xledger business software.

Are your users
getting the best
out of Unit4
Business World?

Our service offerings are based on in-depth
knowledge and lessons learnt from many years of
experience of implementing U4BW and managing
change across organisations of all sizes.

Improving the
user experience
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Improving the U4BW user experience
As an accredited and preferred partner of UNIT4 we
now provide a unique Agresso training course
‘Improving the User Experience’ from our state of the
art training centre in Maidenhead, approximately 30
minutes from London.
• Involve your staff in the system they are using
• Inspire them to use the system
• Invest in their development with
Williams Woodward training

Are your users getting the best out of
U4BW?

Benefits
By the end of the course you will:

To maximise the return of investment in your U4BW
system, you need to ensure that it is continuously
developed to meet new demands of the business
and stakeholders as well as achieving on-going
business process improvements. One of the biggest
benefits of U4BW is its inherent flexibility which
means that it can be enhanced without bespoke
development. However, you need the knowledge of
how to achieve this.

• have obtained knowledge to improve the look
and feel of U4BW for all your end users
• understand more about the ‘hidden gems’ in
U4BW
• be able to improve the usability of your U4BW
system across all core module (note, the course
does not include HR & Payroll)
The key benefits of attending this course are:

The training is specifically aimed at improving the
usability for users in U4BW, and also Super Users
who want to develop their system further.

Our customers have regularly been requesting
assistance from us to develop and enhance their
U4BW systems and improve the user experience.
Based on this feedback we have now developed a
training course that will provide you with knowledge
of the tools that are at your disposal in U4BW.

• Improved staff efficiency and productivity
• Internal knowledge on how the system has been
configured and developed
• A lower cost if you are empowered to enhance
your own system in the future
• Continuous improvement of processes and
adaptation to change

The course will cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common
Self service
Financials
IntelAgent
Logistics
Reporting
Systems Administration
Technical
FAQs – knowledge share

The training course can be run against a Milestone 4
system upwards.

Training schedules
For course bookings, please call 01628 637266 or
email info@williamswoodward.co.uk.

